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Abstract
The submitted work is the first of its kind to study

the properties of the turbulent/nonturbulent intei-
face in a flow without strong mean shear, with em-
phasis on the small-scale aspects. The main tools
used are a three-dimensional particle tracking sys-
tem (3D-PTV) allowing to measure and follow in a
Lagrangian manner the field of velocity derivatives
and direct numerical simulations (DI\IS). The differ-
ences between small-scale strain and enstrophy are
striking and point to the definite scenario of turbu-
lent entrainment via the viscous forces originating in
strain. In analogy to the well known fundamental tur-
bulence property of inui,scid ,interact,io,n, of vctrticity
and strain, a second genuine feature could be iclenti-
fied, namely, the u,iscous ,intero,cti,on of vorticity and
strain. The study solves a long lasting riddle in tur-
bulence research. as it brings direct evidence that the
entrainment process is a viscous process.

INTRODUCTION
Turbulent entrainment is a process of continuous

transitions from laminar to turbuient flow through
the boundary (hereafter referred to as i,nterface) be-
tween the two coexisting regions of larninar and tur-
bulent state. This process is one of the most ubiqui-
tous phenomena in nature since, in fact, most turbu-
Ient flows are partly turbulent. Some examples are
boundary layers, all free shear turbulent flows (jets,
plumes, wakes, mixing layers), penetrative convection
and mixing layers in the atmosphere and ocean) grav-
ity currents, avalanches and clear-air turbulence. In
addition, the process plays a key roie in a number
of applications in technotogy (e.g., combustion cham-
bers, chemicai technologv, .jets and wakes of aircrafts.
mjssiles, ships and submarines ancl many others).
The main open questions relate to the role playerl
by the large scales of the flow as comparecl io ih"
smaller scales, i.e. it is still urrknown what exactly
determines the dependence of the overall entrairrrnent
rate on the global flow parameters and what is the
relation to the fine structure of the flow in the Drox-

imity of the interface. A deeper understanding is of
fundamentai importance, e.g., for the development of
turbulent transport and mixing modeis.

Ttie first physicaily qualitative distinction be-
tween turbulent and non-turbulent regions, rnade by
Corrsin and Kistier [2], is that turbulent regions are
rotati,on,a/, whereas the non-turbulent ones are (prac-
tically) potential, thus employing one of the main af-
ferences between turbulent flow and its random ,irt.ct-
tati,onal counterpart on the 'other' side of the ,irtter-

Jace separating them. The main mechanism by which
non-turbulent fluid becomes turbulent as it ,crosses,
the interface is believed to involve viscous diffusion
of vorticity (ua,;Y2w1) at the interface [2]. Tire same
authors also conjectured that the stretching of vor-
tex lines in the presence of a local gradient in vor-
ticity at the interface leads to a steepening of this
gradient since the rate of production of vorticity is
proportional to the vorticity pr:esent. The mentioned
processes are associa,ted with the small scales of the
flow. However, a,t large Revnolds numbers the en-
trainment rate and the propagation velocity of the
interface relative to the fluid are known to be inde-
pendent of viscosity (see lB], 19] and [10]). There-
fore the slow process of diffrrsictn into-the ambient
fluid rnust be accelera,ted by interaction with veloc-
itv fields of e<lrlies of all sizes,, from viscous eddies to
the energy-containing eddies, so that the overall rate
of entrainrnent is set by the large-scale pararreters of
the flow. This rnearis that although ttre spreading is
brouglit about by srnall eddies (viscositv), its rate is
governecl by iarger edclies. The total area of the in-
terface, over which the spreading is occurring at any
instant, is deterrninecl by these larger eddies f9l.

OBJECTIVES
The main goai of tiris research is a systernatic

study of key questions regarding turbulent entrain-
ment, up to recently irraccessible to experimental re-
search. Sricir key qrrestions are: (i) what is the role of
the large- and srnall-scale features in this process ancl
(ii) what is the relation between them. Amons other
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things this involves study of the field of velocity arrcl
velocity derivatives in a Lagrangian settirig. Aspects
of interest are the large and small-scale structure and
properties of the entrainment interface) olt one hand,
and the interaction between the srnall-scale structure
of tlie interface and the properties of tlie turbulent
flow field in the proximity of the entrainment inter-
face, on the other hand. The special emphasis is on
the processes involving the field of vorticity, Q,;, arrd
its production/destruction by inertialuiwis';i and vis-
cous uai.Y2wi processes in the proximity of the inter-
face (si,i are the components of the fluctuating rate-of-
strain tensor, z is the kinematic viscosity). Studying
the production of vorticity requires access to the field
of strain as well (and thereby also to the dissipation,
2usiisi i, strain productiotr) -sijs jks6;, a,rld its viscous
destruct ion.  u s i  iY2 s ;  i ) .

RESEARCH ROUTE
On the experimental side, before the Lagrangian

measurements were conducted, several prelirninary
steps were carried out,, na,mely (i) further devel-
opment of the 3D-PTV technique, (ii) a feasibility
study of rneasuring the Laplacian of vorticity, uY"w,
and (iii) benclirnark of detection techniques for the
turbulent/rron-turbulent interface. First, the experi-
rnental methocl of 3D-PTV was further deveioped bv
implementing a scanning systern aliowing for signifi-
cantly larger particle densities and/or larger observa-
tion windows. Compared to classicai PTV, both the
observation volurne and ttie spatial resolution could
be nearly doubled (l7l) As a next step, experiments
in quasi-homogeneous turbulence wel'e conducted to
assess the feasibiiity of measuring the Laplacian of
vorticity through PTV. The same experiments were
also used to analyze some simple aspects of the con-
tribution of this term to vorticity dynamics. Despite
some experimental error associated with the nleasure-
ments of uY2w, comparison with DNS demonstrates
that the results are in agreement with the simula-
tion, at least on the qualitative level ([6]. In view
of preparation for PTV measurements in proximity
of a tr-rrbulent/non-turbulent interface, a preliminary
study on the identification of the interface and its
large scale propagation was carried out. Namely,
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and dye visrializa-
tion experiments were conducted to benchmark de-
tection techniques of the turbulent/non-turbulent in-
terface generated by an oscillating grid. Among other
things, the theoretically predicted tr/2 \aw of propa-
gation of the turbulent front in time, t, could be veri-
fied with both experirnental methods by using simple
Ievel-based detection techniques (13]). Finally, smali
scale enstrophv and strain dynamics irr proximity of
a turbulent/non-turbulent interface are analyzed by
using PTV and DNS ([ ] and [5]) and some selected
results of this analysis are presented herein.

METHODOLOGY
The methodology is based on the measurement

and nurnerical simulation of the full set of quanti-
ties (all the three components of the velocity field
and all its nine derivatives, especially vorticity and
strain, their production and viscous destruction) in a
Lagrangian setting, i.e. along particle trajectories.

Experimentaliy, a turbulent/non-turbulent inter-

F'igure 1: Schemati,c of the erperi'mental setup. A
t'ime sarnple of the grid ueloc'ity obtai'ned Jrom the
encoder s'ignal'is shown zn the upper ri'ght corner.

f'ace was realized by using the oscillating planar grid
described in l3]. A schematic of the experimental
setup is shown in Figure 1. The grid is a fine wo-
ven screen installed near the upper edge of a water
filled glass tank, oscillating at a frequency of 6 Hz
and an amplitr-rde of 4 mm. The scanning method of
3D particle tracking velocimetry (3D-PTV) used here
is presented in [7]. The number of tracked particles
is about 6.103 in a voiume of 2x2x1.5 cm3 and the
interparticle distance is about 1 mm. In both experi-
ment and sirnulatiorr. the Taylor microscale Reynolds
nutrber is Re1:59.

Direct numerical simulation (DNS) was performed
in a box (side-lengths 5.Lr ,3Lz,sLe) of init ially sti l l
fluid. R,andom (in spacer and time) velocity per-
tr,rrbatioris are applied at the borindary rz--0. The
cornputational domairr is firiite in the 12 direction,
aS X)Z

0r4f 0r2 - 'u2: 0 are imposed at t l ie boundary 12
: 3Lz. The Navier Stokes equations are solved by
using a fi,nite difference method for the spatial dis-
cretization and the time advancement is cornputed by
a semi-implicit Runge-Kutta method. The resolution
is 256 x256x 256 gird points irr 11 ,n2 s;nd 13 directions
and the local Kolmogorov length scale is about twice
the grid spacing. The paths of 4000 fluid particles
have been calculated using, # : u(x,l), where x is
tire position of the fluid part"ille at time l. For the
tirne integration of the particle position a 3rd order
explicit Runge-Kutta scheme was used. The velocitv
and other quantities of interest were interpolated to
the trajectory point using a bilinear interpolation in
space. Further details on both experiment and simu-
lation are described in l4l and [5].

OUTCOME
The selected major results shown hereirr involve

the evolution of snr.all scale cluantities in a Lagrangian
frame of refererrce, that is, fluicl tracers crossing the
turbulent/non-turbulent interface are analyzed. For
each particle trajectory. the point in time, f *, when
the interface is crossed was identi{ied using a fixed
threshold of enstroplty, a2 : LDiu)it for details see [3],
[4], l5l and references t]rerein. In Figure 2 we show the
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F'igure 2: Indi,ui,dual Lagrangi,an trajectories of
uui,Y2ai obtai,ned from PfV.
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remarkable behavior of the term uwlY2wi. The figure
shows a set of representative individual trajectories of
ua1Y2ui, where the time axis is normalized with the
Kolmogorov time scale, rr. The important finding is
lltat ualY2ai is initially positive arrcl shows a clistinct
maximurn during the crossing of the interface. There-
fore, we use tlie uraxirnum of ttre viscous terrn as the
exact location of the interface, defined in a phvsicaliy
more appealing way than the threshold-dependent
tirne mornent ,'k. Based on the terrn utD,;Y2a,;, we
define three physically distinct regions of the inter-
face with respect to the observecl local maximum of
uuiV2ui (the regions are markecl in Figure 2): (A)
the turbulent regron, in which tire behavior of the vis-
cous term is 'normal', i.e. it is mainly rregative like in
f'ully developed stationary turbulence, where the term
is negative in the rnean (".9., [10]), (B) the interval
between the peak and the point where uuaY2a;.:Q is
termed 'intermed'iafe region (with the 'abnormal' vis-
cous production) and, (C) the non-turbulent region
from the peak to i,f rn:-l. It is instructive to look
at the properties of the inertial and viscous terms in
the three regions, separately. We represent enstro-
phy production as a scalar product of the vorticity
vector and the vortex stretching vector, Wi - a.ist.i,
dS Lrla3s;j: cd"W'. In analog.y we can write the vis-
cous term ds ualY2Lri: ut's. V2u.

For a closer inspection of the nature of enstro-
piry production in the region of the interface we show
PDF's of the cosine between vorticity, r.:, and the vor-
tex stretciring vector, W, as obtained from PTV and
DI\S in Figure 3a. We see that in region A the PDF
is clearly positively skewed. The positive skewness of
this PDF is a well known genuine property of turbu-
lence and one of the rnain reasons for the positive-
ness of the mean enstrophy production, (aiuis,ij) >0
(see [10] and references therein). Interestinglv, tlie
changes throughout the regions are quite weak, as
the positive skewness is slightly increased in region B,
while in region C it is again comparable to region ,4.
In contrast, the cosine of the angle between vorticity
and its Laplacian, V'r, shown irr. Figure 3b exliibits
significant changes across the regions A,B and C. In
region C we observe a very strong positive skewness
of the Pdf. The observed transition from positive
(alignment, region C) to negative (anti-alignrnent, re-
gion ,4) values is in agreernent with the qualitativelv
diff'erent behavior of uw,iY2w,; in these regions ob-

-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1
cos (w ,Y2" ' )

F'igure 3: PDF's of the cos,ine betueen uort'icity, r,;,
and the uorte.r stretching uector, W (o) and the
cos'ine between uortici,ty, t's, and the Laplaci,an of

uor-tic'ity, Yzu.t (b), for the three reg,ions.

served from the individual tra.jectories shown before.
The lesults indicatet that arr interpretatiori of ttre vis-
cous terrn uwlY2ui as i,'ntera,r:tion betuteert, strain and,
rsort'ic'ity rJtL,e to vi,scosi,ty is physically rnore appealing
thari 'simple' cliffusiorr of vorticity clue to viscosity.
We enrptrii,size tltat uwiY2ai is the interaction of vor-
ticity anci strain sirice (".g., lll) uY2u.t: Ilp V x F",
where FP : 2u0 f 1rp{rr*} and p is the fluid density.

CONCLUSIONS
For the first tirne, surall scale enstrophy and

strairr dyrramics were analyzed in proxirnity of
a turbulerit/non-turbulent interface without strorig
mean shear. Amorrg other things, we fburid that both
a.;ais6.i and ualY'uJ; are responsible for the increase
of w2 at the interface and substantiate the physical
interpreta,tion of the term uw,iY2ai. as ui,scous i,nterac-
t'io'n, tn analogV to wi,aisii, corrrnloniy referred to as
the i,nui,sc'id i,nteraction of vorticity and strain. The
results obtained are key for a deeper understanding
of turbulent transport and mixing processes in gen-
eral. The techniqrres a,nrl relsults can be effectively
implemerrted in many fields where entrainment and
mixing are of importance. Exaurples are processes
with cornbustion, chemical or biochernical reactions.
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